
Mr. He Xi Calls on Anhui Governor 

Recently, entrusted by Mr. Qian Zhimin, Chairman of SPIC, Mr. He Xi, Chief Engineer 
(New Energy) of SPIC and Chairman of CPID, met and had a working meeting with Mr. 
Wang Qingxian, Governor of Anhui Province, in Hefei, Anhui Province. Both sides had 
an in-depth discussion on matters such as power transmission from Inner Mongolia to 
Anhui, promotion of major projects in Anhui, and demonstration and promotion of 
integrated smart zero-carbon power plants. Mr. Fei Gaoyun, Executive Vice Governor 
of Anhui Province, attended the meeting. 

Mr. Wang extended a warm welcome to Mr. He and his delegation, and briefly 
introduced the economic development of Anhui Province. Mr. Wang said that Anhui is 
in urgent need of building a secure and efficient energy system as it realizes the carbon 
peaking and carbon neutrality goals and promotes high-quality development. He hoped 
that CPID, as a core subsidiary of SPIC and both an enterprise directly under the Chinese 
central government and a foreign-invested enterprise, would deepen cooperation with 
Anhui Province in power supply and green energy development, plan and promote major 
energy projects together, and explore the road of comprehensive energy reform and 
green low-carbon development. 

Mr. He first conveyed Mr. Qian Zhimin's greetings to Mr. Wang, thanked the government 
of Anhui for its continuous support to the business development and reform of SPIC and 
CPID, and congratulated Anhui Province for its economic development achievements. 
Mr. He then focused on the remarkable results achieved by SPIC and CPID in supporting 
China's "3060" target, securing energy supply, accelerating green and low-carbon 
transition and innovation-driven development. Mr. He said that after nearly two years of 
rapid development, CPID had accumulated rich technology and management advantages 
in clean energy and emerging green energy industries. He said that there was a long 



history of and a solid foundation for the cooperation between Anhui Province and SPIC 
and CPID, and SPIC and CPID would respond to the energy needs of Anhui Province, 
innovate investment and cooperation models, and support Anhui Province's "three places 
and one area" strategy and the creation of a national energy demonstration, reform and 
innovation pilot province. 

Mr. Pan Zhaohui, Secretary General of Anhui Provincial Government, Mr. Chen Jun, 
Director of Anhui Provincial Development and Reform Commission, Mr. Zhang 
Zhiqiang, Mayor of Huainan, Mr. Cai Yi, Vice Mayor of Wuhu, Mr. Xu Zhi, Deputy 
Director of Anhui Provincial Development and Reform Commission, Mr. Wang Shisen, 
General Manager of Huaihe Energy (Group) Co., Ltd., and relevant officers of CPID 
attended the meeting. 


